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In the magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH) research field it is usually assumed that achieving a large temper-
ature enhancement (∆T ) of the entire tumour is a key-point for treatment. Consequently, most of current
MFH investigation efforts seek large ∆T values. However, various experimental works reported successful cell
apoptosis via MFH without noticeable ∆T of the system, therefore casting doubts on the assumed large-∆T
prerequisite. A possible explanation of the success of those negligible-∆T experiments is that a local ∆T
restricted to the particle nanoenvironment (i.e. with no significant effect on the global T ) could be enough to
trigger cell death. Shedding light on such possibility requires accurate knowledge of heat dissipation at local
level in relation to the usually investigated average (global) one. Since size polydispersity is inherent to all
synthesis techniques and heat released is proportional to particle size, heat dissipation spots with different
performance -and thus different effect on the cells- will likely exist in every sample. In this work we report a
theoretical approach on how to select, for a given size polydispersity, the more adequate average size so that
the most of the particles dissipate within a desired heating power range. The results are reported in terms of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles as a representative example.

PACS numbers: 05.10.Ln, 75.50.Tt, 87.19.Pp, 87.85.Rs

Magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH) is a promising
technique for cancer treatment that uses the heat released
by magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) under an external AC
field to treat the tumor. Tumor cells are more sensi-
tive to a temperature rise than the healthy ones. Thus,
MNPs can be delivered within the tumour for remotely-
activated selective heating, avoiding undesired effects on
the healthy tissue.? ?

However, in spite of the big advancements achieved in
the last years (even reaching clinical application? ), MFH
has not attained its anticipated full potential as comple-
ment/alternative to usual cancer treatment techniques.?

Intense research activity is therefore devoted to enhance
the efficacy of MFH. This constitutes a complex task that
requires combined work from different areas of knowl-
edge; ranging from chemistry, biology, and medicine
(MNP synthesis, biocompatibility, clinical needs);? ? to
physics and engineering (precise heating, human-sized
AC field devices).? ? Achieving accurate heating perfor-
mance is the subject of the present work.
A large number of research works investigating

MFH seek the optimum conditions (particle size,?

anisotropy,? concentration,? etc.), giving the largest
heating power. That is to say, they implicitly assume
a direct correlation between dissipated power and effi-
cacy of MFH to treat the tumor: the higher the heat-
ing, the more effective the treatment is. The problem is

a)E-mail: david.serantes@usc.es

that such an approach cannot explain the several times
reported occurrence of hyperthermia induced cell death
under negligible temperature rise.? ? In fact, what these
results suggest is that heating only the particle’s nanoen-
vironment could be enough to trigger the cell apoptosis,
casting doubt on the usually presumed need of a large
temperature increase (∆T ) of the overall system for an
efficient MFH treatment. This interpretation finds sup-
port in the sharp temperature profiles observed in the
close nanoenvironment of the MNPs during exposure to
an AC field,? where the ∆T increases achieved at the
nanoparticle surface (of several tens of K), rapidly decay
to zero only a few nanometers away. Such huge ∆T val-
ues would likely damage the cells and induce apoptosis
without noticeable changes in the global temperature.

The above arguments clearly emphasize the need to
redirect/expand efforts in the MFH research roadmap:
the study of the overall heating performance of the sys-
tem must be accompanied by an accurate knowledge of
the released heat at local level. In this regard it is essen-
tial to take into account the size distribution inherent to
any synthesis technique. The heating performance of the
MNPs, characterized in terms of the Specific Absorption
Rate (SAR, in W/gMNP units), is proportional to the
particle size. Hence, MNPs of different size will behave
as local heat dissipation spots with different performance
(see Fig. 1), and consequently will have a different effect
on the surrounding tissue. Note that while overheating
may cause undesired effects (for example damage on the
healthy tissue or necrotic cell death), infra-heating may
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Example histogram comparing the
heating performance of a monodisperse and a polydisperse
system. Vertical dashed lines stand for safety boundaries
to avoid infra/overheating (SARmin and SARmax, respec-
tively).

leave the malignant cells unharmed and thus make the
treatment ineffective. In the present work we present
a theoretical approach on how to choose a particle sys-
tem so that most of the particles dissipate within a de-
sired treatment range SARtreat ∈ [SARmin, SARmax],
where SARmin, SARmax correspond to minimum and
maximum SAR values to avoid infra- and over-heating,
respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Our approach is based on correlating the heating prop-

erties at global (average system) and local (single parti-
cle) levels, following the procedure described in Ref. ? .
Since we consider the usual lognormal distribution in par-
ticle diameters (D), we aim to correlate local and global
SAR with the average nanoparticle diameter, 〈D〉, and a
given σ. Based on their suitability for biomedical use,?

we have used the characteristics of Fe3O4 MNPs as a
paradigmatic example.
We used the Monte Carlo method? ? to simulate mag-

netization vs. field M(H) loops to obtain SAR = A · f ,
where A is the loop area and f the frequency of the
HAC field. The experimental conditions considered were
T = 300 K, f = 500 kHz and HAC field amplitude
of Hmax = 300 Oe. For the Fe3O4 MNPs we as-
sumed density ρ = 5.2 g/cm3 and saturation magne-
tization MS = 480 emu/cm3 at room temperature.?

The anisotropy constant was approximated as an effec-
tive uniaxial one, of value K = 14400 erg/cm3 as in
Ref. [? ]. This value is very close to the usual uni-
axial approximation? ? of cubic anisotropy (KC), i.e.
K = |KC | /12. To simplify the interpretation of the re-
sults we assumed non-interacting conditions. 〈D〉 and σ
were systematically varied. To compare with the overall
heating properties of the entire system, the local values
are grouped by size and indicated by a j subscript. Thus,
the sample follows a discrete lognormal distribution in di-
ameters, grouped into categories, where each one of the
categories j have Nj particles of size Dj and releases
SARj .
The first issue to investigate is the influence of choos-

ing a system with a larger or smaller 〈D〉 value, on the
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FIG. 2. Dimensionless SAR/SAR0 values for different σ and
for different thermal fluctuation conditions as described by
kBT/2KV0. In both cases the 0-subindex stands for the equiv-
alent monodisperse case. The arrows indicate the values at
which V0 = 〈D〉3 at T = 300K. The histograms show the

heating performance (
Nj

N
· SARj = nsarj values) for the dif-

ferent sizes within a given sample (σ = 0.20) and for different
〈D〉 values.

heating at global (overall SAR) and local (distribution
of heat spots) levels. Note that the assumed condi-
tions correspond to major loops (Hmax > HA, where
HA = 2K/MS is the anisotropy field of the MNPs and
K is size-independent) for all particles. Thus the heat-
ing performance of particles with different sizes will be
only determined by the relative robustness to thermal
energy, which can thermally driven transitions over the
anisotropy energy barrier.

The effect of thermal fluctuations on the average SAR
for different 〈D〉 values is illustrated in Fig. 2 for dif-
ferent σ conditions. The results are presented in nor-
malized units of SAR/SAR0 and kBT/2KV0, where the
0-subindex stands for the monodisperse case. As ex-
pected, increasing thermal fluctuations lead to a decrease
in the heating output. On the other hand, a larger σ in-
creases the overall SAR value for a fixed 〈D〉. This is
because increasing the standard deviation in diameters
results in an increase of the average volume? (note that

〈V 〉 = V0 ·e
3σ2

) and thus the system becomes more stable
against thermal fluctuations.

Regarding the local level, the insets are histograms
depicting the local heating for a sample with a fixed
σ = 0.20 and different 〈D〉 values. Each histogram shows
the performance at T = 300 K in comparison with the
highest achievable one (at T = 0 K). The three repre-
sentative examples point out the size-dependent influence
of thermal fluctuations, more pronounced in the smaller
size categories. In fact, negligible contribution of the
smaller sizes for 〈D〉 = 25 nm is observed. This behav-
ior could apparently be beneficial: less dispersion of local
SAR values is a priori more desirable for MFH purposes.
However, the marked decrease of the overall SAR might
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FIG. 3. Percentage of particles dissipating certain power
SARj (black squares) for three illustrative cases of 〈D〉 =
30, 40 and 45 nm magnetite particles. The right axis stands
for the corresponding cumulative frequency data (blue trian-
gles). Vertical shadowed regions illustrate how the amount
of particles dissipating within a given SARtreat range change
with 〈D〉. Finally, the vertical red full line shows the mean
SAR for the corresponding sample.

fall below the minimum MFH treatment requirements
(SARmin). It is therefore important to have access to a
detailed analysis, correlating the heating performance at
both global and local levels.

A more quantitative approach to the problem is de-
picted in Fig. 3, where the percentage of particles dis-
sipating as a function of local SAR (black squares) is
presented together with the cumulative frequency (blue
triangles). Three representative cases, 〈D〉 = 30, 40, and
50 nm, and σ = 0.20 are shown for illustrative purposes.
It is observed that the peak percentage, %p, shifts to
higher SAR values for samples with larger 〈D〉, reflecting
the higher stability against thermal fluctuations. How-
ever, its absolute value decreases and local heating per-
formance broadens. The choice of the mean diameter
〈D〉 cannot be determined, therefore, as the one gener-
ating the highest %p. It needs to be correlated to that
having the larger fraction of particles dissipating within a
given SARtreat range. This information can be obtained
via the cumulative frequency (CF) data.

The CF data for the different 〈D〉 values show different
shapes depending on the sample mean diameter: rapid
growth and saturation for small 〈D〉; or moderate initial
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FIG. 4. Percentage of magnetite particles dissipating within
a given SAR range (at 50W/g intervals) as a function of the
average particle diameter 〈D〉. Two different σ cases are con-
sidered. The black squares correspond to the average SAR in
each case (the black line joining them is just a guide to the
eye).

increase followed by a pronounced growth, before satura-
tion occurring for large 〈D〉. Such particular shape points
out the most adequate 〈D〉 to be the one for which the
fast-growth range of the CF overlaps with the desired
SARtreat range. Two different SARtreat examples (both
of same 50W/g width) are depicted in Fig. 3 as vertical
shadowed areas. The % of particles falling within the
SARtreat range is written for each 〈D〉 case. It is ob-
served that even though σ is the same for all cases, the
amount of particles releasing energy in a desired SAR
range significantly varies with 〈D〉. In addition, the val-
ues falling within each range are in general quite low,
with wide dispersion of heating power for all cases. This
emphasizes the relevance of correlating the heating per-
formance at local level with the overall response of the
system.
The systematic results of the percentage of particles

dissipating within given SAR values (in intervals of
50 W/g) are reported in Fig. 4. Two different σ val-
ues are considered and the average size of the particles
is varied at 5 nm intervals. Also, the average SAR val-
ues of the entire system are shown. It seems clear from
the plotted data that, depending on the required work-
ing SARtreat range, a different 〈D〉 will be optimal. In
general, local SARj values spread with increasing σ and
〈D〉. Higher 〈D〉 allow to have more particles dissipating
in a higher SARtreat range. Smaller 〈D〉 may help to
have more dissipation in a narrower SARtreat range.
In conclusion, we have shown that the correlation be-

tween the unavoidable dispersion in local heating due to
size polydispersity and the average heating of the entire
system could be used to decide which is the more ade-
quate average size 〈D〉 for a MFH treatment. This can
be done by using the cumulative frequency to account
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for the fraction of particles within the sample dissipating
certain SARj values within the desired SARtreat range.
It is important to emphasize, however, that the analysis
reported here only deals with heat dissipation properties,
not taking into account the rate of released heat to the
environment. This is an important aspect, not consid-
ered in most of modelling studies so far, to be developed
in the future, since the local differences in heat will be
also influenced by a variety of factors such as, i) ther-
mal conductivity and diffusion rate; ii) relative distance
and spatial arrangement on the particles; iii) presence
of heat sinks. Finally, it is also worth to recall the the
main goal of the present work was to highlight the gen-
eral need to account for local heating effects in MFH,

and not to solve a specific case. Therefore it will be nec-
essary to generalize the results in order to be able to
predict the behavior of any type of particle (the ones re-
ported are just one example for a particular combination
of K and MS). It will be particularly challenging to ex-
tend the study to systems with a dispersion of K values,
what likely results in fractions of the system undergoing
minor-cycle conditions;? and also to address the role of
interparticle dipolar interactions.? ?
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